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The SAMR Model
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The TPCK Model
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TPCK + SAMR As Process
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Advanced Strategies
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Three Key Curricular Areas

• The Connected Approach to Learning
• Connections between subject areas
• Connections within subject areas

• Asking how we know what we know
• Ways of knowing in the humanities, arts, sciences, and mathematics
• Nonsense detection filters

• Integrating theoretical domains with applied practice
• Micro theory into macro observation
• Macro theories into micro observation



Connections Between Subject Areas
Example: Analytic Narrative



Connections Between Subject Areas
Example: the Social Sciences

Psychology

Psychiatry

Political Science

Law

Education

Geography

Physical Anthropology

Cultural Anthropology

Marketing

Philosophy of Science

Sociology (Institutional)

Communication

Educational Assessment

Educational Psychology

Human-Computer Interface

Applied Linguistics

Experimental Psychology

History

Social Work

Disabilities

Transportation

Psychoanalysis

Guidance Counseling

Middle Eastern Studies

East Asian Studies

ErgonomicsMedical Ethics

Economic History

Sport Psychology

Public Affairs

Leisure Studies

Management

Sociology (Behavioral)
Economics

Healthcare

Speech & Hearing



Connections Within Subject Areas
Example: Visual Arts



Connections Within Subject Areas
Example: Literature

• “What binds the authors together in an intellectual community is the great 
conversation in which they are engaged. In the works that come later in the 
sequence of years, we find authors listening to what their predecessors have 
had to say about this idea or that, this topic or that. They not only harken to 
the thought of their predecessors, they also respond to it by commenting on it 
in a variety of ways.”

Mortimer Adler, “The Great Conversation Revisited”



Ways of Knowing
Example: the Process of Science



Ways of Knowing
Example: Making Sense of Historical Evidence



Nonsense Detection Filters
Example: Dashboards, Radars, Filters



Nonsense Detection Filters
Example: Debunking Pseudo-Scientific Analysis
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Monday, May 17, 2010

low tide
8:26 am EDT�5 hr 23 min ago� �0.4 feet

high tide
2:15 pm EDT�26 min from now� �13.6 feet

low tide
8:41 pm EDT�6 hr 52 min from now� �0.7 feet

�computed using historical data, not taking into account weather, etc.

heights relative to all�time average lowest daily tide�
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Integrating Theory and Practice
Example: Pure Math/Applied Math



Integrating Theory and Practice
Example: Sociological Theory/Network Analysis
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The capacity to collect fingerprints of individuals in online media
has revolutionized the way researchers explore human society.
Social systems can be seen as a nonlinear superposition of a multi-
tude of complex social networks, where nodes represent indivi-
duals and links capture a variety of different social relations.
Much emphasis has been put on the network topology of social
interactions, however, the multidimensional nature of these inter-
actions has largely been ignored, mostly because of lack of data.
Here, for the first time, we analyze a complete, multirelational,
large social network of a society consisting of the 300,000 odd
players of a massive multiplayer online game.We extract networks
of six different types of one-to-one interactions between the
players. Three of them carry a positive connotation (friendship,
communication, trade), three a negative (enmity, armed aggres-
sion, punishment). We first analyze these types of networks as
separate entities and find that negative interactions differ from
positive interactions by their lower reciprocity, weaker clustering,
and fatter-tail degree distribution. We then explore how the inter-
dependence of different network types determines the organiza-
tion of the social system. In particular, we study correlations and
overlap between different types of links and demonstrate the ten-
dency of individuals to play different roles in different networks.
As a demonstration of the power of the approach, we present the
first empirical large-scale verification of the long-standing structur-
al balance theory, by focusing on the specific multiplex network of
friendship and enmity relations.

complex networks ! multiplex relations ! quantitative sociology

Human societies can be regarded as large numbers of locally
interacting agents, connected by a broad range of social and

economic relationships. These relational ties are highly diverse in
nature and can represent, e.g., the feeling a person has for an-
other (friendship, enmity, love), communication, exchange of
goods (trade), or behavioral interactions (cooperation or punish-
ment). Each type of relation spans a social network of its own. A
systemic understanding of a whole society can only be achieved by
understanding these individual networks and how they influence
and coconstruct each other. The shape of one network influences
the topologies of the others, as networks of one type may act as a
constraint, an inhibitor, or a catalyst on networks of another type
of relation. For instance, the network of communications poses
constraints on the network of friendships, trading networks are
usually constrained to positively connoted interactions such as
trust, and networks representing hostile actions may serve as a
catalyst for the network of punishments. A society is therefore
characterized by the superposition of its constitutive socioeco-
nomic networks, all defined on the same set of nodes. This super-
position is usually called multiplex, multirelational, multimodal,
or multivariate network (see Fig. 1). The study of small-scale mul-
tiplex networks has a long tradition in the social sciences (1) and
has been applied to areas such as homophily in social networks
(2), the effect of combined interactions on an agent’s behavior
(3), and the nontrivial interrelation between family and business
networks (4). Multiplexity is thought to play an important role

in the organization of large-scale networks. For example, the ex-
istence of different link types between agents explains the overlap
of community structures observed in social networks, where
nodes may belong to several communities, each associated to
one different type of interaction (5, 6). Methodological work
on multiplex networks includes the development of multiplex
community detection (7), clustering (8), and other network
analysis algorithms (9). The role of multiple relation types in
measured social networks has recently been investigated across
communication media (10), in an online game (11), as well as
in ecological networks (12).

Traditional methods of social science, such as small-scale ques-
tionnaire-based approaches, get more and more replaced by
automated methods of data collection which allow for entirely
different scales of analysis (13–15). This change of scale has
opened new perspectives and has the potential to radically trans-
form our understanding of social dynamics and organization (16).
The empirical verification of social theories such as the strength
of weak ties (17, 18) become possible with hitherto unthinkable
levels of precision. However, this large-scale perspective suffers
from the drawback of a relatively coarse-grained representation
of social processes taking place between individuals and of
blindness in respect to the existence of different types of social
interactions. For example, in most works on e-mail (19) or mobile
phone networks (17, 20), the existence and weight of a link is

Fig. 1. Multiplex networks consist of a fixed set of nodes connected by
different types of links. This multirelational aspect is usually neglected in
the analysis of large social networks. In our MMOG dataset, six types of social
links can exist between any two players, representing their friendship or en-
mity relations, their exchanged private messages, their trading activity, their
one-to-one aggressive acts against each other (attacks), and their placing of
head money (bounties) on other players as, e.g., means of punishment.
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